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ABSTRACT: In this paper we present a theory of the generalized magnetic monopole 
without string, which is distinct from Dirac's original theory and also distinct from the 
topological theory of the monopole. Our theory is first formulated in the Clifford 
bundle formalism; and in the particular case of electrodynamics we deduce from 
Maxwell equations die generalized Lorentz force and the equations of motion of charges 
and tnonopoles. We discuss the conservation laws and the problem of the Lagrangian 
formalism. We obtain Dirac quantization condition in two different ways. 
Finally, we present a principal fiber bundle formulation of our theory using the spliced-
bundle concept with gauge group GxG, where G is the gauge group of the theory 
without monopoles. 

l.INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we present the theory of die magnetic monopole without string. By this we 
mean that in our theory the electromagnetic field generated by charges and monopoles is 
described by a generalized potential which is the sum (in the Clifford bundle) of « 1-
form and a 3-forrn field, which art singular only at the location of the charges and 
monopoles. 

Our approach contrasts with the one by Dirac where an unphysical singularity called 
string ^ where die potential is singular) is introduced in order to be possible to describe 
the electromagnetic field of charges and monopoles through a single potential which is a 
1-form field (see §3). 
Also it is worth-while to compare our theory, where no change in the topology of 
space-time occurs, widi the topological monopole theory formulated as a principal fiber 
theory with group U(l). Indeed, in such i theory the monopole appears as a hole in 
space-time which has then the non trivial topology R*xS2 • AH this is described in 
§2,§3 and §4. 
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In our approach to the monopole problem using the Clifford bundle formalism (S5), we 
are able to deduce from Maxwell equations the conservation laws and the correct 
coupling of electric and magnetic particles to the electromagne<ic field. We are 
consequently able io derive the motion equations for electric and magnetic panicles. In 
§4 we discuss also Dirac's quantization condition using two different methods. In {6 
we discuss the problem of the Lagrangian formalism when monopoles are present. 
Although the Clifford bunJle formalism seems to be a perfect mathematical design for 
the generalized electrodynamics with monopoles without strings,it is insufficient for 
introducing analogous monopoles for non abdian gauge theories. We then, produce in 
§7 a monopole theory without string in normal way. Indeed, we are able to associate 
with the two potentials of the theory of {5 a connection in an appropriate spliced 
bundle. In this way we obtain the geometrization of the theory as a principal fiber 
bundle with gauge group GxG and then use the full apparatus of these theories to obtain 
the field equation, etc. 
In §8 we present our conclusions. 

The paper contain Appendices A.B.C, that introduce respectively the Clifford bundle 
formalism and (he necessary ingredients for die formulation of die theory of $7 as a 
principal fiber bundle theory. 

2.STANDARD ELECTRODYNAMICS IN INSTRINSIC FORM 

Let CM.h.V) be a Loremzian manifold!1', and Jt and F respectively a 1-form and a 2-

form fields over M(i.e., Je and F are sections of the Hodge Bundle (see Appendix 

A)]. The Maxwell equations in free space are 
d F - 0 . 8 F - - J e (I) 

where d is the exterior derivative (differential) and 6 is die Hodge codifferential (see 
Appendix A for details). Let xu ,n - 0,1,2,3, be a chart for UcM. Let 
(e°>dx0,6l.92,9i) be an onhonormal system in T*U, Then, for xeU we have 
the identifications [h*TiUv 9" ®I9V; TIUV "diag (+1.-1.-1,-1)]: 

Oe)u-(Pe.-'e, .-VJej) ( 2 ) FUv " 

' 0 E, Ej Ej " 

-E, 0 -B3 B : 

-Ej Bj 0 -B, 

_ -E, -B2 B, 0 _ 



where T?=(Ei.E2.E3) is the electric field, B=(Bi,B2.Bj) is the magnetic field and 
Pc and je are respectively the charge and current densities. When space-time is flat, 
;hen there exist charts valid for all M where h=rillvdx>l®sdx, and in this case 
eqs.t 1) are equivalent to 

V.-E* = pe Vx-B*=^.+ t e (a) 

V.tf = 0 - .Vx t f * ^ . (b) 

13) 

where dF=0 is equivalent to the homogeneous equations (3b) and &F =-Jc is 

equivalent to the inhomogeneous equations (3a). 
To complete the formulation of classical electrodynamics it is necessary to know, the 
coupling between the electric currents and the fields. 
This is done after we introduce the concept of a charged panicle as a triple (me, e, f)< 
where me>0 is said to be the mass of the panicle, ee R is said to be the charge of the 
parade and y: R ~3 1-»M is a future-pointing time-like curve"). We now introduce 
the 

LORENTZ POSTULATE: The equation of morion of charged particles is given by 
the equation 

af «£ * * •> <*> 
where p=m> is the momentum, se I is the proper-time, ?• is the velocity of the 
electric particle. F=FWvdxv®eu and eF(p.) is called the Lorentz-force. 

3.STANDARD ELECTRODYNAMICS AS A PRINCIPAL FIBER 
BUNDLE THEORY 

The model of electrodynamics as a PFB is a follows <'>.Lc< (M.h.V) be a Loremzian 
manifold and let n:P-*M be a PFB with group U(l)=(e'e,0e R) and with Lie 

A 

algebra U(l)=(ai.a€R). 
A 

Let to be a connection 1-form over P, i.e., toe A'(P, U(D), and let UcM.ouU—P 
be a local section. The pullback of <a is the electromagnetic potential, and we write 

WU = 0|J «u >= -iAjj t̂ 1 

'"'See Aoocndix B tor details. 

The electromagnetic field (O^-dcD) relative to o\i:U-»P is 

i f lu - Fu - dAu • (6) 

If oy:V-+P is another local section, then from the fact thai 11(1) is abelian we have 
[see eq. (B18)] thai Fu"Fv- It follows thai the curvature of the connection is in this 
case a 2-form which is well defined in the base manifold M; in other words, the 
electromagnetic field is gauge invariant. 

Then, fixing UcM, if A«A>(U,R) is the potential <*> . ihe field is F=»dA with 
A=Awdxu, and FUv«"duAv-dvAu. From Bianchi identify it follows that 

dF ŝO (homogeneous Maxwell equations) (7) 

As there are no reasons for 6F io be null ,we put 

5F»-Je (inhomogeneous Maxwell equations) (7) 

w here Je is the curreni one-form here introduced in a purely "phenomenological" 
way. Eqs (7) are the Maxwell equations introduced in §1 (eqs(l)]. 

4.THE MONOPOLE 

We put now a question: How can we modify Maxwell equations in order to describe 
also magnetic roonopoles. In order to understand the problems associated with the 
existence of the monopole we consider here (M.h,V) as being a Minkowski space-time. 
Then, there is a global coordinate system (xu ) in M where Maxwell equations have ihe 
form of eqs (3). The natural guess for introducing monopoles is to generalize 
phenomenologically eqs (3) into 

V . - E * « p e ?«<*—gj- + T e (a) 

The magnetic particles (monopoles) arc modelled is triples (m^.g.o) where 

(«) 

' * ' See Appendi* B for details. 



n>g e R* is the mass of the roonopok. g€ R is its magnetic charge and o: RoI-»M is a 
future-pointing time like curve. The Lorena force in this case is postulated to be 

Fg« - iti* gvg*"£ : o ,= <v|orvg) (9) 

where 7 is the Lorena factor. 
The intrinsic formulation of eqs (8) in the Hodge bundle read 

d F « - M m (a) 
5F = - J e <M (10) 

where Jc. already introduced (eq. (2)), is the phenomenological electric current 1 -form 
and Jmx(Pm--Ja) >s t** phenomenological magnetic current 1 -form. 
Before we go on. it is necessary to emphasize that eqs (8) are invariant under the 
transformations 

"£-» T? ' cos8 -t- if'sine 

I?-» -T? ' sine + l?'cos0 

]J*-* Je* ' c o s e * Jin s i n ® 
Pe~* Pe' c o s ® • P m ' s i n 9 

As a consequence of this fact, we see that if the ratio e/g of all particles in nature is a 
universal constant, ie, Je^kJm,k * constant, then it is a always possible to choose an 
*ngle in eq (11) such that eqs (8) transform into eqs (3), i.e., the usual Maxwell 
equations. In that case the label electric charge or magnetic charge would be arbitrary. In 
what follows we suppose that le* U n . 
It is a well known fact that the existence of a tagrangian formalism for the 
electrodynamics of charged electric particles rests on the fact that we can write 
F=dA, for all xe M, since in this case the canonical momentum of a given charged 
electric particle e is 

n M - Pn *eAw > — ; n = 0,1.2.3 (12) 
di" 

where pu is the kinetic momentum and 

(11) 

Jrn -» ~Je * > n B * Jm c o s 9 

P m - * -Pe ' * ' n 8 * Pm' C 0 i ® 

L - j ~ ( P u *eA„ ) 2 - j P * y F u v 03) 

Now, a magnetic monopole g at the origin of the coordinate system (xu) in M creates 

a magnetic field satisfying VTJ* • g5("x*). 

If the magnetic field is defined globally by a potential A, singular only at the origin 
x » 0 , i.e., F«dA , (or B*V*X), then the magnetic flux through any closed surface 

S containing g must vanish. Indeed, dS»0 and by Stokes theorem we have 
JsF"/dsA*0 or 

J tf.d? - J (VxTfj.d-? 

$ "A . Ó? - $ "A . d t f -0 (14) 

where T is any closed curve in S . The moral of eq (14) is the following: If the field of 
a magnetic monopole is to he described by a single potential A .then at least one 
assumption used to deduce eq (14) must fail to hold. We have at least three possible 
solutions for the formulation of che monopole theory: 

• THE DIRAC STRING: A way out or this dilemma was found by DL-ad2Umaginc 
an infinitely thin solenoid extending form •» to the origin in the xJ-axit of the (x̂ > 

coordinate system. Its field T?*}| satisfies V Ts*l0) «0 and is given by 

tf«i - jLf? * ge(-z)8(x)*(y)c (15) 

where z is the unitary vector in the xJ direction and 8(£) is the Heaviside function. This 

magnetic field differ* from the field of the monopole tf - g"r*/4itrJ 

only by the contribution g0(-z)6(x)5(y)z due to the solenoid. Writing Ttto\"V*7t • 
we have 

- A - 7 * - Vxtf -g6(-z)5(x)8(y)* Ue 
ACT* 

The line occupied by the solenoid is called the Ditte string. We can solve eq (16) for 

A* obtaining 



» here $ is the unitary vector in the ^-direction of the spherical coordinate system in 
R3. Eq (17) shows very clearly the singularity in the negative i-axis (0»x). Using 
this potential invalidates the deduction of eq (14). 

It is fundamental to observe that the line occupied by the string can be changed into 
another arbitrary line in R3 starting at the origin, by a gauge transformation 
A-»A- •*- VSl where fl: R3-»R is a differcnriable function. 

This fact shows that the Diroc string is a non physical object. Dirac in 193112' and then 
in 1948^ developed, using the potential given by eq (17) a Lagrangian theory for the 
motion of a charged panicle in the field of a monopole. In particular in 1931 studying 
the quantum version of the theory he fou.x) the famous quantization condition*** 

| | - n y . n « Z (18) 

We will obtain this condition in our theory (SS) using a procedure different from the one 
used by Dine. 

To end, we must observe that in the cue of the quantum formulation of the motion of 
charges and monopoles with string there arc non-trivial problemas which have not been 
solved in a satisfactory way [4,3]. 

• THE TOPOLOGICAL MONOPOLE: We saw in §3 that, interpreting the 
electromagnetic connection as a I-farro defined globally over a principal U(l) bundle 
over M. provides an alternative description for the electrodynamics of charged 
panicles. In this case eqs (3) hold good instead of eqs (10) and we cneei the question: 
Can Maxwell equations («qs (3) ] accomodale the existence of magnetic monopoles?^ 
The answer is yes : all we need is a situation where does not exist a global defined 
potential such that F=»dA . This happens if the PFB ,x:P-*M with group U(l) is non 
trivial, since the existence of a global section (gauge) o\j would provide a way to define 
the potential iA»aJj u globally over space-time M . As all fibre bundle over a 
contracrjble paracompat base space are trivializableP), we must choose as base of our 
PFB a nonconnactiblt space-time. This can be done by deleting the world Une of the 
magnetic monopole from Minkowski space. We choose then M»R4 - (pole world-
line) 

In this theory the magnetic monopole is then of topological origin: it is a hole in 
Minkowski space-time! 

<*> In general we use units such (hat**! 

8 
Since M»R'xSJ and RJ is contracuble. the classification of the PFB's x:P-»M with 
roup U(l) reducei io the classification of (he PFB's x:P-»S2 with group U(l). 
The classification is given by tnc first group of nomoiopy X|(U(1))»X|(S')"Z . The 
integer n, coresponding to the element of Xi(S'). is obtained by calculating ihe first 
Chem class of P. c i t P ^ H W R ) over S3 

[ see Milnor-Stashcfft6)]. Quantity ct(P) is given by 

where il is the curvature of the electromagnetic field. The number 

C | - 2"JSJc,(P) (20) 

is an integer called the first Chem-number and it classifies all nonequivaJem PFB 
n:P-*S2 with fiber S1 and then it also classifies all solutions of Maxwell equation in 

RM0)sSJ . This integer n is called the magnetic charge of the monopole. 
Let then S1 be described by two open sets H* and H. and let OiBix ; 0S$&2n 

be the coordinates of rL, and H.. 

LetU(l) S' be described by the coordinates e'V.OSyflx. 

H«oH. is a thin band around the equator parametrized by \t. The PFBn:P~»S3 

with group U(l ) is then decomposable into two local trivializanons. 

K+x U(l), coordinates (8,tp,e'v+) 

H_ x U(l). coordinates (e.te.e'V-) 

The transition functions gH*H- ;H+ ^ H.->U(1) are functions of 0 and therefore are 

elements of l)( l) . We then relate H* with H. by 

t«V_.e«n»««V+ (21) 

For the resulting structure to be a manifold, n must be an integer. This means that the 
fibers mu't be indentified when we complete a turn around the equator. This is 
essentially the topological version of Dirac quanti moon condition II. 
When n-0, we have a triviil PFBiPUi-OJ-S^xS1. When n»l we have the famous 
Hopf fibration of S\P(n-l)-SJ , which descibes a monopole with charge n«l. For 
a general ne Z we have a PFB corresponding to a monopole with charge n . As we 
already said n corresponds to the first Chem c!-« and is given by eq (20). Let us do the 
explicit calculations. Consider then a connection (0 defined globally over the PFB 
n:P-*S2 whiih group U(l) such that the "pull-backs" for two local trivializations 
H±are 



• J A + + jjj-dy+over H+ 
3u w * I 1 

[A_ •»• j fdy_over H_ 
-ioj w « S T (22) 

[A_ + jfdy_over H_ 

The choice of the transition function e'V+^e'"* e'n*. (eq.(19)] implies the gauge 
transformation A+=A. • — dò. 

Tbt potentials that satisfy Maxwell equations [VT?=0] in S2=R3-(0) andare 
regular in H+ and H. are given by 

A t « £ ( c o s 6 - l ) d » - ^ ^ f f i (23) 

The electromagnetic field on H»uH. is given by 

F * dAt => j^sinS d8 A dtp * - j—y (x dy* dz • y dzA dx + zdxA dy) (24) 

Using eq (20) we get 

(20) 

We see from eq (23) that A* are singular along the "strings" - z and +z .respectively, 
where they are not defined. In the Dirac formulation local charts have not been defined, 
A» being used for all RJ-|0): this is the source of the (ficticious) "string" 
singularities. 
We end this "resume" about the topological magnetic monopole with the observation 
that in the U(l) gauge theory of electromagnetisra the discreteness of the unitary 
representations of U(l) implies also the quantization of electric charge I7). To see this, 
consider a one-dimensional unitary representation of U(l) on C, i.e., 

p:U(l)-*U(l) ; exp(it)-»exp(iat) 

The condition a(t+2x)*at+2itn,where ne Z. gives a*n. Assuming a minimal coupling 
of the electromagnetic potential A with the matter field, of the type ( p, C ),(see App. 
CJ we have 

Dwy = du¥ - p,(0)«A„1» = d^ - ineA^y (25) 

10 

Since the electromagnetic potential couples to all charged fields, c is fixed! 
We mentioned ai the Defining of |4 that there ire three possible ways to formulate a 
monopole theory. We already examined: (i) the Dirac monopole with string, and (ii) the 
topological monopole. 
In (i) we have unphysical singularities, and in (ii) (which refers to an extremely 
beautiful theory] we need to change the topology of the space-time manifold 

• We now present in fS a theory of magnetic manopole* without string, with a 
generalized potential, which is formulated in the Clifford by die over space-lime (for 
definitions see Appendix A). The resulting theory rivalile» in mathematical beauty with 
the topological monopole theory although it desviates from the main stream of present 
theoretical physics which gives emphasis to the Lagrangian formulation. In } 6 we 
present a generalization of the theory of the monopole theory without string as a PFB 
theory with gauge group GxG using the spliced bundle concept and where G is a gauge 
group of standard gauge theory. 

S.THEORY OF MAGNETIC MONOPOLES WITHOUT STRING IN 
MINKOWSKI SPACE. 

We learned in Appendix A that, among others, we can give the structure of a Clifford 
algebra to ©AP(T„* M) and, then, we can define the Clifford bundle over space-time 
M , C(M). We know that in C(M) the natural derivative operator is the Dirac operator 

f \ 06) 
where y «dxM in the case of a natural basis and V. is the usual covariant derivative. 

In what follows we restrict ourselves (for simplicity) to the case where M is the 
Minkowski space-time and then 

d-y»v,M -Tua/axn (27) 
where "p • "Kv-cV. 
We know that 

a - d - 6 <2S; 
and 

•fp-(-l) '^fp ; fp « APfM (29) 
We then can write equations (10 a) and (10 b) describing the phenomcnoloycil theory 
of monopoles and charges as 



I l 

dF-J . -*J B , -J . + 75Jn (30) 

We now define generalized potential 1*1 the quantity 

w = tx*yia' ;ct. a' e sec A'T*M (31) 

Applying the operator 9 to » v.r ^ei the sum of a 0-form. two 2-forms and 4-form, i.e. 

F=3 a+dAO+8 •(Y5a')+dA(Y5o) 

and imposing the Lorenta gauge d-a»0«d*lo:li«0,dA(-)fs a'^Ood*1 a'^-0 we obtain 

F as a 2-form, i.e. 

F « 3AO + a . ^ o ) (32) 

We get also that 

Q a = J. ; [ ]a ' - Jra ; • - 3d - (d0)Z -V2 (33) 

To see the power of the Clifford-formalism, we now deduce the conservation-laws and 
the couplings of the electromagnetic field to electric charge and magnetic monopole. 

CONSERVATION LAWS AND GENERALIZED LORENTZ FORCE: 
Let us observe that from eq (30), by applying the anti-automorphism •+ (reversion), we 
get the equation 

F*3*=J.+Jm-y» (36) 

where the symbol d* refers to the fact that the Dirac operator acts on the right; i.e.: 
F-d*= -da(Fuv)*lTv,rfl. 

Multiplying eq (30) by F* on the left and eq (3.7) by F on the right, and summing both 
equations, we get 

j (F*3F +F*d*F) = j ( J,F - FJ, ) + y ( J ^ F - fFJ,,, ) (37) 

Defining moreover 

S " » - J F + T W F (38) 

eq (37) can be wrinen as 

12 

o\,S»»-F.J,-*F.Jm (?°> 

Now, from eq. (38), we get immediately that SU*»SU md S"—S" .where the bar 

indicatey the inversion, i.e., the main automorphism defined in Appendix A. The 

unique objects in the Clifford algebra of differential forms thai satisfy these equations 

are the l-forms. We call the quantities Su the energy-momentum 1-forms. The reason 

for such name is that EMv-S*4 • i* are the components of the Simmetrie energy 

momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field, as we show below. 

In particular S ° - - j F Fy0. F-rWrnd. writing F-'E*-i*"E?, we gei by projecting 

into the Pauli-AJgebra (see Append» A) the following splitting into two quantities 

SO-yO-U + tf0 U - j ("E*2 • "tf* ) ; t ° mtx"à (40) 

which we recognize as the energy-densily and the Poynting vector of the 
electromagnetic field, respectively. 
More generally we have 

Euv»-<jF-jWFTv>--<(F.y»)Frv> - ^<r«FV> 

--(F.-yM). (F.-yV) - j (F.F) i*» >Tv 

« F'",FXVTI «*• + jTy^FoaF"* 

Writing, 
Ke-FJ. and K „ — • F-JM. 

Ke-FMvj,v Km--»FWJmv 

and projecting K« and Km on the Pauli-Algebra we get 

(41) 

(42) 

K*Y°- J».E* + (p e ^ + Jt*t ) (a) 

K m v O - - j ^ . B * + ( - p m ^ + J^xt*) (b) 

(43) 



I 
We see, then, that K« and Km represent the Lorenu forces that act on the electric 

charges and ihe magnetic monopoles, respectively. As this result has been derived enly 
from ihe Maxwell equations, we arrive ai the conclusion that the Lorenu forces (electric 
and magnetic) need not be postulated, as is usually done (see i 2). 

We note that, due to the symmetry E^fc^M.we can write d f̂c>lv- duEvf-
^ (Sv-y»>»d-Sw . Then eq (39) can be written 

d . S v - ( y ; Qv « <F.J,)Y - (*F.Jm).y (39) 

The interpretation of eq (39) is now clear. The equation 

ô EMv . FMW J,v - • p»v J„v (39") 

expresses very clearly the fact that the energy momentum of the field is not conserved, 
dnEPv̂ O when mater (described by J..Jm) is present. Actually, one expects thil only 
the total energy momentum of field and currents be conserved 

If we write the r.h.s. of eq (39") as -djjMfw. with 

d>,Ml»v>YV.K€ + YV.Km (44) 

then eq (39) assumes the structure of a global conservation equation 

Dn(EMv+M*»v)-0 (45) 

where M^v plays the role of the symmetric energy momentum of matter (i.e. of the 
currents). 

THE MOTION EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM MAXWELL 
EQUATIONS^: In analogy to what happens in general relativity, the identification 
of MW with the actual energy -momentum tensor of the matter currents leads directly 
to the motion equations. 

Let us show this in the simple, but easily generalizable, case in which the field 
F is generated by a single electric charge e and a single magnetic charge g .Be in fact, 
the electric and magnetic matter represented by the triples (nv.e.y) and (mg.g.o) so as in 
93 and $4, respectively. The most general symmetric tensor that we can write to 
represent matter is then'20) 

M»MMvy»««yv 
!4 

• - m , jds 8( x - Y ( 0 ) Y. • » T. -m, Jds'5( x - o(s')) o , • « o , (46) 

In components, writing x^*(Y(s))•xU<s);x^l(c(s'))•yl'(s,), we have 

Muv - -*n« J d , 5( x«- *«) * | L d £ - m, Jdi1 8( x«- y«) '•$•% (46') 

Incidentally, it is J,- fds8(x - Y(i))Y» . Jm- Jds8(x - o(s'))o» , 

wherefrom it follows d Jt» d Jm "0. 
Now, comparing eq (44) with eq (40) and recalling eqs (43), it is immediately 

seen that 

n V j - p i E i * (?xTf*)j ; m | y i - - p m B j + (y*xT?)j (47) 

which ve the correct equations of the motion of electric and magnetic charges. 

DIRAC QUANTIZATION CONDITION: In studying the motion of an electric 

charge in the field of a monopole (neglecting radiative effects), the kinetic energy of the 

charge is conserved. Taking in what follows *P u the relative coordinates and m as the 

reduced mass,we can adopt as quantum Hamiltonian the quantity 9fr}mP2 ,p«dr/ds 

where s-»y(s)»(x0(s),xi (0) w i w the ordinary postulates [c-h-1J 

[xi.Xjl-0; [Xj,pj]-i5jj (48a) 

(Pi J>j) - «eijkBk (48b) 

The quantization rules given by eqs (48) are satisfactory, since, e.g., the angular 

momentum ~f~ "r* x"p4-eg"r*/4ti does commute with 9i, and \l\ JjJ «itjjkJk-

Moreover, from the Ehrenfest relation l*»i[7*,3/], it follows the Lorenu-force 
expression 



We would like to stress here thai the Jacobi identity is violated for the p,'$, since 

2 c W i c IPi . lPj .Pk] l -«V-* ( 4 9 ) 

so that the conjugated momenta p, do not close a Lie algebra under the commutator 

product whenever Vl?*0 (i.e., when monopoles arc present). Incidentally let us recall 

that V If #0 corresponds also to a violation of Bianchii identity in the standard U(l) 

theory of electromagnetism as PFB ($4). This has as a consequence thai a PFB for 

;!sgeomagnetism with our monopoles can be implemented only by making resource to 

"spliced" U(l)x U(l) bundles: as we shall show cxplicity in $7. 
Eq (49) does imply that the momenta pt (conjugated to the coordinates Xj) 

cannot play the role of canonical momenta in any (local) Lagrangian whatsover In fact, 
a such a Lagrangian existed, then the Jacobi equation would be automatically 
satisfied1*'. This then justifies the well known fact thai there does not exist using the 
-lassical tensor calculus a Lagrangian which yield simultaneously the field equations 
and the equations of motion of charged panicles and magnetic monopoles'10! 

Happily enough, this is not a problem when we use the Clifford formalism, 
since knowing the field equations does already mean knowing also the equations of 
motion of electric and magnetic charges. 

We now show that eq (48) implies the Dirac quantization condition. Indeed, if 

the operators U("?) * exptiV- ~p], with "a*, any euclidian vector ("a* e RJ ). have to 

yield a projective representation of the translation group in the Hilbert space of our 

charge-monopole system, the associative law, in particular, must be satisfied 

( U("a*)U("o*) ]U("c*) =V(?) lU("b*)U("c*) ] (50) 

Explicit calculations, using eqs (48) and (49), then yield: 

[ V(?)V(t) )UCc*> - e ie<t)U(t) (UCb*)UCc*) 1 (50) 

where <t> is the magnetic field flux crossing the surface of the tetrahedron individuated 

by the three vectors V,"b*,"?. The compatibility of eq. (49) and eq. (50) requires 
c<J>=2rtn. If one monopole only is localized inside the tetrahedron, then: 

: ** Note that a canonical momentum, as the one present in eq (12), makes no sense here, because now 
we have two potentials a and * a' 
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£*• «ir ,ntZ (51) 
Aw * 4x 

Note that eq. (51) implies that 7* •"?-£, which means that(even in the case when the 

electric charge and the monopole are bosons)they can be in an half-integral spin state. 

GENERALIZATION OF MANDELSTAM APPROACHl'»): Ut cXx.D be the 

Mandestam path dependent wave function"" for a charged particle in an ordinary 
electromagnebc field Fe«9o»da . If <p(x) is the usual wave function of the particle and 

» 
.4,» -e Jo is the classical interaction action, we have 

r 
e)(x.r> <p(x)exp( J-iea) (52) 

r 
where r is the arbitrary path from —*x . If we choose rwo paths T and V differing 
only for a finite pan, we get (using Stokes theorem) 

eXxX") - <i(x,r)exp( J -icda) (53) 

where S is an arbitrary surface such that dS«r-r. 

How to generalize eq (53) for the case when the charge e interacts with the 
electromagnetic potential u*a~ *a"i Lei us introduce the following 

Interaction postulate (IP): The introduction of an electric charge e, represented 
by the path dependent wave-function $(x,r), with the generalized electromagnetic field 
F = da> is given by 

« ( x . n - •(x,r)exp< J-ieF) (54) 
S 

We now show that the IP implies the Dirac quantization condition, being then 
compatible with the commutation relations given by eqs. (48). 

If eq. (54) is to be independent of the surface S , so that 3S=r-r , we must 
have 

exp( J -ie(dcc - *da')) - 1 (55) 

where S0 is a closed surface. By Stokes theorem we can write eq (54) as 



i: 

exp< f ie*8det) - 1 (56) 
' v 

Supposing, now, thu we have one monopole inside V and that Jm*(gS( r ),0,0.0), 
and taking into account that Q a'~-(d5+od)a—oda'=»Jm . we have 

exp( J ie»Jro)« exp(- teg)*l =» a 4 , r « Z (57) 
' y 4K * 

6.LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM: 
It is well IcnownH.10.12) mat ihere ^oei IKX e x j s ( a („<.,] Ugrangian which gives 

simultaneously the equation of morion of electric charges and magnetic monopoles, as 
well as the field equations of the generalized electromagnetic field. The recent claim by 
Frybergert13' mat this is possible within the Clifford algebra formalism is non-sequitur 
as we now show. 

We stan by considering the classical action jf*Atc+A,c for the interaction of 
a charged panicle with the electromagnetic field a=a^ dxf. We have 

b 
.aC-V+a.c » - J (meds - eaudx") (58) 

a 
Now, the variation of ^ c can be written in two independent ways: 

5, * i c - -e | o * - e J do = - j J(Fe)MVdxi»Adxv 

0 $ S S 
(59a) 

b b 
8 x * i c « - e J 6» (audx*) - - e J (Fe^dx* 6xv (59b) 

a a 

w hUe the variation of ^ c is 
b 

B ^ C . Jmeduu8x" (60) 
a 

where 6, indicates that f, the equilibrium path of integration from a to b has been 
changed into T by an arbitrary infinitesimal function &xf, such that CxKaj-fix*4(b)» 
=0 . Moreover dS-IM"; etc... 

Comparison oi eqs (59 a) and (59 b)suggested to Frybergerl"! the following 
identification (dc*»v*dx"AdxV); 

b 
Ì f do»*v «=> f dx"oV (61) 
2 S a 
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He interpreted eq.(61) as having the following geometrical meaning: the surface S , 
spanning the loop formed by T and V ; has an infinitesimal width, 8xM, thus reducing 
the surface integral to a line integral. 

The IP suggests the possible existence of a generalized action AsAe+Ai, since 

eq (54) suggests that 

&i*i--c | F - - e J (F c -Y 'Fm) (62) 
S S 

where F » do «3a - Y*9a' • F» - yJ F
m. 

To proceed with our analysis, we are going to use below (in the remaining part of this 

section) the Clifford bundle C(TM) instead of C(T*M). In otf.er words, we are going 

to use multivectors instead of roulnforms. Obviously there is a canonical isomorphism 

(see Appendix A) between roultiveciors and multiformis, and in the following we 
represent the multivector corresponding to a given multiform by the same lener. Letting 
tuln-0,1,2,3] be an onhonomu) basis of T,M and eM«n"vev the reciprocal basis, 
the Dirac operator when acting on multivectors is then d-eMd/dxf . The fundamental 
pseudo-scalar is now ej-eoeiCjej .By using .nullivectors, eq (59 a) reads 

S x * i c " - 1 o.dx - - e f F.do (59a) 
3 S s 

where c t ^ a ^ x ^ , dx-dxMe^ and do • (dxuAdxv)euev. 
In refi" we considered the following generalized action 

b 
Ai - - J (o.dx + eja'.dx) (63) 

which is non-conventional, since it is the sum of scalar and pseudo-scalar terms. 
Fryberger considers,wstead of Ai. the action 

b 
X> " J < o.dx + esa'.dx > (64) 

a 
where the brackets mean the scalar pan. 

Now the variation of 4, is 

b b 
8 , ^ - - e J (Fe)nVdx« 8xv - e / e5(Fm)MVdx>» fix* (65) 

a a 



1° 
It is quite obvious that the second term on the right hand side of eq (65) cannot 

be combined with &%, that does not contains a pseudo-scalar pan.Now, Fryberger 
writes the sequence of "identities" 

b 
J *5(FmVixW8xV (^1 } I J e5(Fm)̂ lvdxMAdxV (66) 
a S 

b 
**«•« r .Fm = J (.Fm) dxM 8 xv ( 6 6 ) 

S » 

While eq (66) is correct, it does not imply however eq (66'), since eq. (66) forwards a 
pseudo-scalar and eq (66') a scalar. 

The situation is even more confusing in reft13', since that author uses 3 | instead 
of .% and in that case the term estx'-dx make obviously no contribution to 

Having discussed the fact that we cannot write a generalized action even in the 
Clifford formalism that yield the equations of motion, we only mention here that it is 
possible to write an action ^=5^^, which yields the generalized Maxwell equations 
aF=Jt+-rsjln=J. 

This can be done by writing 

3 , * _ £ j < F F > d4x - J < J © > d 4 x (67) 

and varying independently a and a' ; or by making use of A^At+Ai : 

*, = \d*x (- ^F.F - J o ) = ^f+^i (68) 

and treating <a=a*yia.' as the canonical coordinate (and deriving formally with respect 

to u and dcu = F.when doing the variation). Such a procedure, even if not totally 

justified, gives the correct generalized Maxwell equations,as has been proved in ref *1. 
To concluderei us observe that in the ordinary field theories the Lagrangians are 

postulataiin such a way to yield the field and motion equation and conservation laws. 
On the contrary, all these things are automatically obtained by our Clifford bundle 
formalism, once the field equation are known; so that in our more economical approach 
it is redundant to look for Lagrangians. 
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7.SPLICED BUNDLE FORMULATION OF THE THEORY OF THE 

GENERALIZED MONOPOLES WITHOUT STRINGI 141 

In what follows we shall present an extension of the theory of electrodynamics 
with monopoles using a generalized potential in an arbitrary gauge theory. We 
emphasize once more that in our theory space-time have no holes. 

The mathematical structure we shall use in our gauge theory with monopoles is 
the spliced bundle K^P O P-»M with group GxG (see Appendix C) obtained from two 
identical PFB each one describying an ordinary gauge iheory.(jt:P—»M with group G 
and base the space-time). We also observe that in what follows M may be a general 
Lorenizian manifold with non zero curvature. 

In our theory we associate the gauge potential with a connection to in 
Ki2:P o P - » M ; i.e., given a choice of the gauge in the PFB, Ty. 7tj2(U)-»U>:GxG 
with the associated local section <J(j:U-»P o P ,we define uu=<Ju w , h e Bau6e P°'enó*l 
associated with the chosen gauge. 

We observe that there exist (see Appendix C) two connections toj and 0)2 in 
n:P->M such that aJ=rt,*(ù1©jiJ,u>2. li is fundamentally different to use, for describing 
the gauge potential, 
(«): a connection to=n1*tO|©7t2*o>2. eA l(PoP, G©6 ) in die spliced bundle, or 
(b): two connections o .̂Wje A'(P,G) in die original PFB of the theory without 
monopoles. 

Let us consider first the case (a): Lei then Tu:rt'i2(U)->Ux(GxG) a"d Ty : 
JtJi(V) -» VxGxG be two gauges in K^PoP-frM and such that U n W 0 , and 
let be 0(j:U-»P o P and Oy :V-»P o P die associated local sections. 
The transference functions guysUriV—»GxG are such thai guv(*)°((£l)uv00'(62)uv(O) 
with xeUnV. Since 

co = rt1*(Oj©n2*(i)2 (69) 

takes its values in G©6, the gauge transformation between the gauge potentials a>u 
and coy can be written as the two relations 

(a>i)v - ((g,)uv)1d(g1)uv + ((giKnOHui.Mg.hjv . i=l,2. (70) 

In the case of standard electrodynamics, we can write 

(u , ) v = (tojl^ + idxuv ; (w :)v = (to2)L) + idvcuv (71) 



*>«•» (gihjvto = « P «Xuv «nd (g2)uv(x)=exp >Vuv. and Xuv.Vuv^nV-»R. 
In that way a gauge transformation of a^e A'(U,6®6.)) corresponds 10 two 

independent gauge transformations of ({!),)(; and (wjhjcA'OJ.G). 

In the case (b) we have two connections Wj and (02 in the PFB n:P—>M with 
group G. Let Tijrjr'flJi-frUxC and Tvir>(V)-*VxG be two gauges an lei UrW#0. 
Let moreover o\j:U-»P and Ov:V-»P be the associated local sections. The transition 
function now is gijv^UoV—»G , and we have 

(w,)v - (girvT'dguv • (Juv/'Cw.HiJuv • »"1.2. 

In the case of standard electrodynamics we have 

(w,)v * (to,)u + idXuv ; Xuv= UnV->R 

These relations show that both potentials (a>i)u and (u>i)\) change by effects of the 
same gauge transformation in case (b). This makes clear the difference between (a) and 
(b). In what follows we adopt the choice (a). 

To show the necessity of such a choice, let us consider first the case of 
electrodynamics wiiA monopoles described by two potentials: one related to the electric 
charges and the other to the magnetic charges as we did in § 5. 
Notice that,in the case of standard electrodynamics without monopoles. it is G=U(1) 
and the gauge potential takes its valued in iR»C,i.e., (0)])y « - iAudxu« AJ(U,:R) . 
The gauge field is then 

itti,),j - if^vdxfAdxVgA*(U.iR) (72) 

Observe that the field is invariant under the gauge transformation 

(o),)u-»(ci»1)u + id* (73) 

This information is interpreted geometrically as a choice of gauge, or local 
triviabzarion. and the associated transition function is g » exp i% : UnV-»G. 

As we already know (§ 2), we can write 

i ( 0 , ) u - jtFokdxOAdx» + Flmdx'Adx">) 

= (Ekdx°Adxk + Bk*<dx°Adx*)) ; k.l.m = 1,2,3, (74) 
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and, since (*)2 - -1 when applied to 2-forms, the Hodge star operator changes 1? into 

-T? and T? into É . Let us now consider the electrodynamics with charges and 

monopoles. The field generated only by electric charges can be described by the usual 

potential 

<n,)u-<i(u>i)u (75a) 

The field generated by the magnetic charges is a dual field: 

*(Oj)u - '«HWJHJ <75b> 

The total field generated by electric and magnetic charges will be given by 

- iFu- t tJ^u + 'dì j to (76) 

In this way one of the potential describes the field generated by electric, and the 
other the field generated by magnetic charges. 

We observe that, if we make two independent gauge transformations 

(ti),)u »(»,)u + id* : («2)1; >(o)2)u • >dv 

the field Fy does not change. If we interpret the above transformations as changes in the 
local trivialization of a PFB, we must use a spliced bundle (due to the independence of 
X and \jr). Once we justified our choice (a), we now go on with the theory. 

Let us observe that the spliced bundle of two copies of the PFB x:P-»M has 
each point pe P o P associated with two points of P over the same fiber. This permits 
us to understand that a gauge transofrmaiion in rt12:P o P ->M corresponds to two 
gauge transformations in n:P-»M. Indeed, O\J:U-»P O P corresponds to 
a'u^Jt'o o*i;:U-»P «nd alio to a^y-n* • o (j:U-»P. In this way we can associate to a 
given connection a in P two gauge potentials a^a^'tu and o>u»o2u*w • Observe 
that 

©u - (x'o av)*a • oÙ («'•(o) - o j (7i'*a>© 0) (77a) 

and 



Su = <n2o av)*a * ou*(*2*ù>) = OU*(0®K 2*W) (77b) 

where o*j and tòjj correspond to gauge potentials associated with the 1-forms 
7t'*o>®0 and 0©x2*to, which are possible extensions of u> to the spliced bundle. 
This shows that, given two connections (Uj and ©2 in it:P->M, we can associate with 
them r*o distinct connections o>=jt1*0)l®Jt2*a>: and G S R 1 * ^ ® * 2 * » ! in Jti2:P 
o P -*M. We show in Appendix C that, given a connection o> on the spliced bundle, 
we have two connections (J)J and o>2 well defined on the original fiber bundles. 

We see now that, when both PFB are equal, the connections a>i and to2 can 
generate another connection ò) on the spliced bundle. We call 5 the connection dual to 
to . 

Observe that we have two curvatures fl"0 = D<° w and fta » D<"> 5 associated 
to the connections to and O. These curvatures must, by the Bianchi identities, satisfy 
D^ciM) and D 5 3=0. Before we analyse these identities, we must understand some 
of che properties of the horizontal forms in a spliced bundle. 

If T€ ^k(PjoP2, <jj©G2) with the adjoint representation GixG?-» Gi©G2, 

them 

(a) we can write T=K,*TI+K2*T2 with t ie^^Pj ,G\) and x?e ~&(?2 G2) .where 
we use the adjoint representations Ad:G,—•G,, i = 1,2; 

(b) D<»T=II,*D«MT,+X**D<«T2 ; for a^x'n^+x**^ ; (78) 

(c) Let Vi2:l^(P,oP2.<jI©<j2)-»An-k(PioP2,<jla<j2)be the Hodge operator for 

horizontal forms in P10P2 (n=dimension of M),and Vj : A~*(Pi ,cfl)-»Ank(Pi.cf;) ; 

T2_/vk(l>2 ,d2>-»An-k{P2.G2) be the Hodge operators for horizontal forms in the original 

PFB. Then~*,2X = x1*CrItl)®x2*(S"2X2). 

We employ the relations (a), (b) and (c) in the following way. Returning to the 

curvature Q«e"A2(PioP2.<Ji©(j2) we can write n w = j t 1 , n , © i t 2 * n 2 , where 

Q1,fl2€~Ak<P,6) are well defined. We now prove that,if (o=n,*tù1©n2*a)2. we have 

« l =Q°» =D»>i<Oi and n2=Qù a "D*02 »2-
Indeed: 

n<0 = dW + y [CD tu) * d (X1*©,© X2*U>2 ) + j [ X 1 ' ^ © * 2 * ^ n1*(Oj©Jl2*Cl>2 ] 

= irT D»'©, © K2* D««ki)2 = X1* Qm © X2* fi"»2 * 

Moreover, we have Q» = x' *Q«'>2©*2*Q0)i -
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In this way, the Bianchi identities D^WM) and D s Q f f i »0 according 

to (b) are equivalent, and correspond to D<0i(i)i*D0)2(i)2"0 , which are the Bianchi 
identities associated to tOj and a>2 >n it: P—*M . In electrodynamics, these equations 
imply that d(Q|)u=0 and dOfyHj"*), which physically mean that both the magnetic 
field of electric origin and the electric field of magnetic origin have null divergences. 

In what follows we are going to generalize the gauge principle'15' for a gauge 
theory with our monopoles. 

Let be x:P o P-»M a spliced bundle w:«h group GxG and let be 
GxG-»GL(V) a representation of GxG . We remember that the space of 1-jets of the 
flappings fro'. P to V is: 

J(PoP,V)={(p.v,e)lp€PoP,v€V and 6:TpP o P is linear} 

We call a Lagrangian the mapping L: J(P o P,V)-»R such that.for all (p,v,6)eJ(Po 
P,V) and ge GxG , we have 

Mpg.g-'v.g-'e o Rg.i.)=L(p,v,6) 

If L(p,g-' v,g-6)=L(p,v,8) then L is said to be GxG -invariant, and in what follows 
we suppose L to have this property. 

Now given a Lagrangian L: J(P oP ,V)-»R , let Cbe the space of tht connections 
i i P o P . Define the action density by 

£C(P.V)xC-»C~(M) (79) 

where C~(M) are the set of the C~ functions on M. 
We have 

^y.toXx) «= Up.^Cp) J3<^¥(p)) (80) 

where xe M, pe x-'(x) and the generalized wave function (matter field) describing the 
electric and the magnetic particles is 4*6 A0 (P o P,V) « C(P 0 P,V). 
Then L is not only well defined but is also gauge invariant in the sense that.for all fe 
GA(P o P), we have. £<f*4\f* (&)=£&.m). GA (P 0 P) is the gauge algebra of the 
spliced bundle; more precisely, it is the space C(Po P,0©G) with the adjoint 
representation GxG—»GL<GffiG) ; g—»Adf. 

If we impose that IPQV) is stationary with respect to 4*, we obtain the Euler-
Lagrange equations'1*). We show now that, if we add an appropriate term S(co) to 



L°C¥). obtaining then the total action (/>S)(H\<u), this density will generate not only 
the Euler-Lagrange equations for S* but also the non-homogeneous field equations. 
More precisely, these results follow once we impose that (£+S) Or\(u) is stationary 
with respect to the pair Cr*,cu) .We will see that the non-homogeneous equations 
obtained in this way correspond in the case of electrodynamics to Maxwell equations 
with monopoles, like in § 5. 

We define the autoaction by 

S ( w ) - - j n k , 2 ( 7 u , y u ) ; 7=fi»+-ytf>; fyaftf (81) 

where 

nk12: A*( P o P. 6 ® ó ) x A*( P o P. 6 © 6 ) -» R 

is the metric for horizontal forms in ( 6®G ) (with the adjoint representation). We 

observe that kn is die KiUing-Canan metric in ( tea ) and that k ^ A i S A ^ O B ^ 

k(Ai3i)*k(A2JBi2) » «here k is the Killing-Cartan metric in 6 (see Appendix B). 

Let us observe that, as S(co) is F-equivuriant, it is gauge invariant as required for the 

autoaction tenni13!. Let us observe also that, had we constructed the autoaction term as 

xnk12 (Q
tt>,Qw), there would be no interaction between charges and monopoles. Indeed, 

take the case of electrodynamics where Qt»»n,*(>>j©KJ*0J2i«hen fii and fi2 

correspond to die fields generated by charges and monopoles: 

Bk l2(l>».Q«»)-nk(Q ,«.n{; ,)+ nk(Q«.Q«») (82) 

and there are not, in this expression, interaction terms between the fields Cl\ and fi2 • 
For S(<a), instead, we have 

-ySk«<*>.*j>»4«k(Q'S. Off) - ^ n k ( 0 « . fig») -nk( fig1 . « f i ^ ) (83) 

where the interaction term appears explicitly. 
Before we apply the variational principle to the total action, let us remember the 

definition of the current in terms of the Lagrangian 

J 4 4», o +t O) 1 XMQ - nk,2( J«CP). O) 

Vae"À"i (P o P. 6 © 6 ) . In this case j a C ^ ' A ' (P o P ,6$6 ^and we can write 
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J»(^)« - n'*J1©nJ*J2;so that we can asociale Jj and J1e~Ai{?,t) to the "electric" 

and "magnetic*' currents, respectively. 
Effecting the variation at i*0(o=ni'ci®n1*a2) we get 

jf f U + SXy+tT.to+tthi 

= f l (S»-t-tT,0))H +£• f SC^.to+tT)»! 

= dTJ" inJc(QB"+to,,no»ijMO,¥ 

U 

- J J j fik( fi^+toi, -TfiW+toz^ (81) 
u 

We have at t-0 for the four fini terms in eq (84): 

% \ L (¥+tT.(o)n - (hflw dL • 2k.T)ji 

J J x. (>y,a)+tt)n - J hk,j(J«*W.t)H 

£ f ^ ( Q ^ - W i . n ^ + w i * — - f nk(8wnù».o1)>i 

^ J ^ ( n ^ + w ^ n " * * » » * —- f hk(S^nw2,o2)n 
U u 

Moreover 
^nk(fi101+«Ol.-TOw+«<a) 

- Jnk( Q«*lOl.TQ«) • JnV( Q">.Tll«"*WJ) 

and, at t=-0, we have ^n«"+w-Dù>ol>51 .Then 



-fik( D»>o, .TO"8*»») + 6k( Q w ,T D^o,) 

* *k( S»»(5tl , ,a>ol) • nk( èWcrO"').*^) 

and we oboin for the last term in eq (84) 

v 

- J (nk( 8»i(5-Qtt*)-o,) + hk( S^Crn8").^))!! 
U 

Now. summing all the terms obtained and taking into account that t,Oj and 
02 are all independent, and also that 

nknU^W).») * - nk(J„Oi) + hkOi.Oj) , (85) 

we get the equations 

S" 9 L + &- (86) 
3(D»P) W 

o ^ i Q ^ - t - o ^ ^ Q ^ . - J , (87) 

5«IQ«»I + 8«*I(VQ«1) = J2 (gg) 

Eq (86) corresponds to the Euler-Lagrange equation, which gives the equation of the 
generalized field describing the motion in P o P of charges and monopoles. We are not 
going to investigate in this paper the nature of La Or*). 
Eqs (87) and (88) can be written, putting fl=Q<0i + *n*°2. as 

S ^ n - - J , (89) 

«•«fTQ) = J2 «=» D«« a = - *12 (90) 

which are the non-homogeneous equations of the theory. 
In the case of electrodynamcics these equations reduce to 
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8ft - -J, (91a) 

dQ - - »J2 (91b) 

which we recognize as the Maxwell equations for the electromagnetic field o n u i • 

•OP>i generated by electric and magnetic charges. We have for Oai and 0««2 the 

equations: 

8n»i—J, ; S n » 2 - -J2 (92) 

since dn»i» dil»»J"0. Also, sin» O^ixdOj, Q^z-dcoj, we have 

• ( 0 , - J , ; • « j - J , (93) 

where Q *-(do+8d). 

8.CONCLUSIONS 

We presented in this paper a theory of magnetic monopoles without strings. In 
order to show the crucial difference between our theory and the usual presentations of 
the subject, we described briefly the string theory by Dirac and the topological 
monopole theory, where the manopole appears associated with a change in the topology 
of the world manifold (8 2,3,4). 

In order to express conveniently our theory of the generalized potential, we use 
the Clifford bundle formalism described in Appendix A. In our approach, we show that 
Maxwell equations imply the correct coupling of the electromagnetic field to electric 
charges and magnetic monopoles; i.e. we deduce the form of the generalized Lorentz 
force (5 5). From that we deduce the motion equations of charges and monopoles. 
Moreover we derive, from the quantum version of the theory the Dirac quantization 
condition in two different ways. 

In § 6 we discussed the impossibility of constructing a local Lagrangian which 
gives simultaneously the motion equations of particles and monopoles and the field 
equations. We arrive at the conclusion that, contrary to recent claims!'*), even in the 
Clifford bundle formalism this is not possible. 
Finally in § 7 we present a generalization of our theory in { 6 to generalized monopoles 
associated with an arbitrary gauge group G. In other words, we succeed in giving to 
our theory a principal fiber bundle structure: a spliced bundle with group GxG. We 
obtain the equation of the generalized field in our theory using in the spliced bundle a 
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generalization of the Principle of the Stationary Action. We postulate the existence of a 
Lagrangian density XU(S/) for the generalized field, that describes in the spliced 
bundle the "electric" and "magnetic" matter, but we do not use explicitly any Lagrangian 
to deduce the equations of the generalized matter field. Indeed, £<d(xJ') is used only to 
produce the currents. The question of the existence of Z " ^ ) and its form in this 
formalism will be investigated in another paper. 

To conclude,we observe that the approach here developed shows explicity an 
interesting interplay of several different branches of modem mathematics, which 
conspire together in order to shed new light on various physical problems. 

APPENDIX A 

A 1. SOME ALGEBRAS AND THEIR RELATIONS 
In Ai,A2 and A3 we follow the presentation of Graft 161. 

Let V be a n-dimensional vector space. In this subsection we introduce some algebras 
that will be usefull to derive the equations of motion for electrical and magnctical 
charges in the field of magnetic monopoles and electric charges. 
The tensor algebra T( V) over R is the R-vector space of the direct sum of the powers 
®PV together with the usual tensor product ® of its elements. Then we have: 

T(V)= ( ® ^ ®»V, ® ) ( A l l ) 

is Z-paded: (®PV)®(®<JV)c®P+«lV and infinite-dimensional if nàl . As V is 
finite-dimensional we can identify V with its image ®'Vin T(V) and we also define 
®°V=R . 

On T(V) there are two important involutive morphisms (both being linear 
automorphisms of ©J^® 1 ^' 

(i) 1 he main automorphism a 

a(A®B) = a(A)®a(B) , A.B e T(V) (A. 1.2) 

a(A)= A if Ae ®°V and a(A) » - A if Ac ®'v ; (A. 1.3) 

(ii)lhe main anti-automorphism 0, 

p\A«B) = P(A)®P(B) ; A.B e T(V) (A. 1.4) 

P(A)-A if A6®°V + ®'V . 
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(A. 1.5) 

The exterior Algebra A(V) over the R-vector space V can be defined as the quotient 
algebra T(V)/J of T(V) over the two sided ideal JcT(V) generated by the element 
with the form a®a , where ae V. 

As usual, we denote the exterior multiplication by the sign A. Since J is 
homogeneous in the Z-graduation of T(V), also A(V) is Z-graded: A(V)=©AP(V), 
with AP(V)AA1(V)CAP*<1(V) . As bifore, we make the identifications A'(V)«V 
and A°(V)=R . 

The subspaces AP(V) are (^-dimensional and A(V) is 2n-dimensional. For the 

elements Ae AP(V) and Be A1(V), the exterior product is commutative o. 

anticommutative: 

A A B = (-1)P<IBAA (A.1.6) 

The morphisms a and p* of T(V) pass to the quotient A(V). Denoting them by the 

same symbols a and P, we have: 

O(AAB) = a(A)Aa(B) (A. 1,7) 

A.B e T(V) 
P(AAB) «= P(A)Ap(B) (A. 1.8) 

If AeAP(V)-»a(A)-(-l)PA and p(A) » (-1)JXI>-2WA (A. 1.9) 

We define as Grassman-Algebra A(V,Q) the pair (A(V),Q), consisting of the exterior 
algebra A(V) together with the inner product ( , )Q:A(V)X A(V)-*R induced in 
A(V) by a quadrane form Q over V as follows: 

-If AeAPfV) and B«A1(V) with p*q, then (A,B)(j«0; 
-If A=aiAa2A...A«p and B=b| Ab2A...Abp with aj,bt eA'(V), then (A,B)Q » 

det (B(a„bj)), where B is the bilinear form associated to Q by 

2B(x,y) - Q(x + y) -Q(x) -Q(y) : (A. 1.10) 

-The case of general a,beA(V) can then be reduced, due to the linearity.to ( i ) and (ii ). 

The Clifford Algebra C(V,Q) of the real vector space V with quadratic form Q is 
defined as the quotient algebra T(V)/J', where the two-sided ideal J' is generated 



by elements of die forai •••-0(a). 1 with a« V . As before, we can identify V 
with its image in C(V.Q). Denotine the Clifford-multiplication by a simple 
justaposition.for a. be V we have 

ab+ba -2B(a.b) (A.l.ll) 

with me bilinear form B defined w(A.l.lO). 
The ideal J'.being inbomoieneous of even degree in T(V), induces a Zi 

gradation of the Clifford Algebra. C(V.Q>OfV,Q) 9 O (V.Q), where C*(V,Q) is 
the image of the elements of even degree in T(V). Since ct(J')»J'. the morphisms a 
and p induce morphisms (designated by the same symbols) in C(V,Q>, For all A ,B e 

C(V.Q): 
c(AB)>o(A)o(B) (A. 1.12) 

A.Bc T(V) 
WAB)-WA)B(B) (A. 1.13) 

a(A) -P(A) - A for A « R ; - a(A) »P(A) - A for A e V (A.1.14) 

In particular, for Ac C*(V.Q) it is o(A)»A, and for a«C(V,Q) it is a(A)*-A. 

A.2.STRUCTURE OF THE CLIFFORD ALGEBRA 
In this sub-section we study the structure of the Clifford Algebras and their 

relations with the Orasstnann Algebras. 
First, fcr any element X of the dual vector space V* let us define the 

contraction of an element of T(V) with Xe V* as the (V*,T(V)) -bilinear map V»x 
T(V)-»TTV) of degree - 1 with 

X J 1 - 0 
• -X(a ) . i faeVcT(V) 
( a « b ) - ( X J a ) 9 b + a(i)«(XJb) ;a .b« V 

(In particular, XJXJ will annihilate any element of T(V)). 

Since XJJ-J and XJJ'»J\ the contraction also passes to the quotients 
A(V) and C(V.Q) and to A(V,Q). and we have: 
if A.BeA(V) or A(V,Q) 

X J ( A A B ) - ( X J A ) A B + a(A)A/s(XJB) (A.2.1) 

And 
XJ (A B) - ( XJ A) B + o(A) A (XJ B) . if A ,B c C(V.Q) (A.2.2) 

with 
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XJ a - 0 if ac R c A(V) . A(V.Q). CfV.Q) (A.2.3) 

Now, for ac V, define the Q-adjoint to a« Vc T(V).A<V), (V.Q). C(V.Q) to 

be the element Ic V* such that for any ac V c A(V,Q) and be A(V.Q) their 

product avb is defined at 

a v b « a A b * U b (A.2.5) 

Then 
ava -Q(a) (A.2.6) 

By the theorem on the universality of Clifford Algebrasl2'), the v-Algebra generated by 
this relation on the elements of A(V,Q) is the Clifford-Algebra C(V,Q) with the 
Clifford product (designated by mere justaposirion) replaced by v . 

Conversely, if for a Clifford-Algebra C(V,Q) we define a A product of 
a«VcC(V,Q) with Be C(V,Q) as 

a a B - a B + U B , (A.2.7) 

then we get 

aAa-0 (A.2.8) 
which is the defìning relation of the exterior algebra. Since in the Clifford-Algebra 
aa«Q(a), this exterior algebra can be made a Grassmann-Algebra. 

This correspondence of Clifford and Grassmann-Algebras does not depend on 
Q being non-degenerated or not. In particular, if Q"0, the Q-adjoint vanishes and 
C(V,0)-A(V.0)»A(V). 

Another important observation is that the Grasmann-Algebra A(V,Q) and the 
Clifford-Algebra C(V,Q) are isomorphic as vector spaces over R . Then, the 
generators of A(V,Q) are the generators of C(V,Q) and vice-versa. 

Then if (e i . . . ,e„) is a basis of V, the set of the p-vectors, 
p » 0,1,2 n: 

{ eo» l,ej . . . , e» .ejAej .ejAcj, e v e r t e } ejAej. AC, ) 

generates A(V,Q) and also C(V,Q). Both are 2" -dimensional algebras. Any element 
Ae A(V,Q) or C(V,Q) can be written as 

A - £ A p - £ (A>p.whereAp-<A>pcAP(V) (A.2.9) 
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So we have that, over the direct sum ©AP(V) of the linear spaces AP(V), we can impose 

the structure of a Grassmann Algebra by means of A and Q. as well as the structure of 

a Clifford Algebra; and each of the two products can be reduced to the other, as seen 

above. 

For general elements, Clifford and exterior product are related as follows: 

T- (-ltf>u>2V2 
AB = I p i - ! ^ f h'»«....h'WP aP(eilJ Je.pJ A)A(ejlJ J ejpJ B) (A.2.10) 

AAB = I p i - ^ r h'iji....hVJP[(aP(e„J JeipJa(A)J[(ej,J Je^B)) (A.2.11) 

«here h*:»B(y» ,>*); e* is the dual basis to the basis yte A'(V) ; and the product of the 

elements inside the brackets in (A.2.11 ) is the Clifford -product. 
The formulas (A.2.10) and (A.2.11) for the special cases that a or beAHV) 

reduce to: 
av=aAV + aJv (A.2.12) 

e)b=bAa($)-bJa($) (A.2.13) 

A.3.SOME VECTOR BUNDLES RELATED TO THE COTANGENT 
BUNDLE 

Since all the algebraic structures considered above possess a R-linear structure 
inherited form the vector space V, for their generalization to manifolds we will use the 
formalism of the vector bundles (with additional algebraic structures). Here M will be a 
real n-dimensional C**-manifold. Moreover, bundles, cross sections and maps will be 
C**. Quantity tM denotes the Tangent Bundle associated to M . 
The basic bundle for our constructions will be the Cotangent Bundle t*M of the 
manifold M. Moreover, cross sections ce Sec (t*M ) will be called 1-form fields. 
Given a cross serio» tw Sec(t*M x t*M )Jet be Ke Sec(tM x TM ) such ihat.hvh>>6k

i 

In each fiber ìr'OO , quantity K„ will be a quadratic form over the cotangent space 
T,*M.Let us denote the pair (T'M.K) a Riemannian (or Lorennian) vector bundle. 

We denote the vector-bundle, whose fibers AT,*M are the exterior algebras over 
V«T,»M. the Carton-bundle of exterior differential forms on M . As is well known, 
on • Canan-bundle the exterior derivative d can be uniquely characterized by the 
following conditions: 

d(A+B) » dA • dB 
d<A A B) * dA A B + a(A) A dB 

d 2 * 0 
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xJ(dO"X(0 

for any A,B« Sec At*M , f«A«>T*M and Xa Sec tM. 

In particular, d will be homogeneous of degree +1 in the Z-gradation of the 
ring of cross sections of At'M • ( © A P T ' M . A ) . 

The pair (Ai*M.K ), where each fiber (AT1*M,h"A ) is a Grassmann Algebra, will be 

called Hodge-bundle on M with metric h. 
If for any x« M , quantity h, is nondegenerate, in addition to d there is the 

divergence 8 , which is the formally h-adjoim operator of d , defined I7) by: 

5cop - (-1)P ••'d'tOp (A.3.1) 

where the operator * (Hodge star operator) is defined as the Linear isomorphism: 

*: APt*M -»A»Pt*M , • - • • • 

a A • $ - to,$ )|i 
for all p-forms o,$ a Sec APt*M , where M is the volume n-form 

H » jn*i,....in dx'i-A ...A dx'n- « Vlhl dx'A ...A dx» (A.3 3) 

If (9 l .ea 6") is a onhonormal basi», hen M can be written as: 
HoB'A...Aen 

Because d2 -&M), the laplacian for differential forms n •> -<d5+Rd) can 

be written also as a square 

• »<d-8)2 (A.3.4) 

A vector bundle is called a Clifford-bundle C(T*M,h" ) if each fiber is a Clifford-
algebra C(T*»M,K',). We can prove that C(x*M,h" ) is a vector bundle associate to 

ihePFB Po<ij)(t*M),i.e..C(t«M,K)-Po(i13)(t*M)«o(i.»Ri.3. 
If h is non-degenerate, there is a particular differential operator d called the 

Dirac-operator odd in the Zj-gradation of C(T*»Mjiii) defined as follows: 
Por any t*« Sec t*Mc Sec C(t*M,h) and any tc Sec TM . consider the 

bilinear lensorial map of type (1,1) given by 

v-»t*v\v (A.3.5) 
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where w is any clement of SecCWMji) and V, is the covenant derivati ve of V . 
considered as eleo»e»t of the tensor-buadle. in the direction of t .Because vy'cJ', V, 
passes » she quotient bundle C(i*M J»). Then d is defined as the tensorial trace of 
the map: 

d»Tr<i*V,) (A.3.O.) 
la terms of a local basis \Y) ofi-form fields and in dual basis (ej| of 

vector fields, we can also write 

* - Y»Vf| (A.3.7) 

In particular, taking a local coordiante basis (d«f) we have 

d « dx»»Vu (A.3 .» 
The Oirac Operator can be reformulated as follows. Take any local 

neighbourhood UcM with coordinate basis (dx t t). Then in U, the quantity 
cWx*VM can be written when acting on y e sec(AM"Mjt) **• 

cV»dxl»A(V u y) + i)Ml(Vuy) (A.3.9) 

We get for V«Vi,....i-dxi>A...Ad«1"-

dxM A < VJ,Y ) - X V[U w^.,.»,, jdxtt-A ...A dx** • dy 

eVJ(Vwy) - (pTTJTV»»^*J • •«« l**'* A "A dx'"- - -** 

As the forms ai the right-hand sides of the two last formulas arc independent of 
any basis, we get 

d - d - f t (A3.10) 

A.4.THE GEOMETRIC CALCULUS OF THE CLIFFORD-ALGEBRA 
la ibis section we show how to do some calcululations in the Clifford-Algebra 

CfV.Q). This is particularly important in order to obtain the results of | 5 and 96. 
Here we follows Hestenes'17'. that yields a geometric interpretation for the 

element of the Clifford Algebra (and this is the reason why we designate this section by 
Geometric Calculus). 

We have seen (Sec. A2) that the Grassmann Algebra is isomorphic, as vector 
space, to a Clifford Algebra. Then, any A« CfV.Q) can be written (eq.(A.2.9)): 

A - ^ < A > , -<A) 0 f <A>,* •.<A)W (A.4.1) 

where 'A)r is the component of A in A'(V). Due to the above decomposition, the 
elements of C(V,Q) will be called muJtiveciori, (or multiform», depending on V). 

If A»(A)r for some integer 0 £ t i n, then we say that A is homogeneous 
at the r-grade. In this case we will write A as A, « A'V. 

The elements of A'V will be called, as usual, r-vectors. Now, we must introduce 

the following products in C(V,Q): 

The inner product of homogeneous multlvectors i* 

A,.Bi - <ArB,)r . , , if r,s > 0 (A 4.2 ) 
A|.B|« 0 , if r"0 or s<4) 

The inner product of arbitrary multivectort it (hen defined by: 

A-B »Zr<A>,.fl-X,A.<B>,.XM<AV<B>, (A.4.3) 

The equivalence of the three expressions on the right side of (A.4.3) is an 
obvious consequence of die distributiviry of the Clifford product 

The outer product (or exterior produt) of homogeneous multi vectors '< t 
A ,AB, -<A r B| ) ,* , (A.4.4) 

Note that, in contrast to the inner product, we have Af AX"XAAr"XAr if X -

The outer product of arbitrary reultivectors is defined by : 

A A B - - X,<A>r A B - I , AA <B)f . X „ (A),A <B>, (A.4.5) 

Now, in the following, let's designate the anti-automorphism in C(V,Q) (Sec. 
A. 1 ) by + . and call it reversion. 

We have, with A,B«C(V,Q): 
(AB)* - B+A* (A.4.6) 
(A • B)+ « A* + B* (A.4.7) 
< A + ) o - ( A ) o (A.4.g) 
a*-a , if « - ( • > ! (A.4.9) 

It follows immediately that the reversion of a Clifford-product of vectors is 

(»l«J •r)* • »r »2»i (A.4.10) 
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<A* >»- <A >,+ - (-!)'<' " »V»<A ), (A.4.11) 
Using the above relations, we get also the relations: 

(AB ) , -<-!)«' 'W<B+A* ), (A.4.J2) 
(A,B,>r-<B,+Ar>1-(-iy<''«<B1AI>r (A.4.13) 

<AB^>,-<C*B,A*> (A.4.14) 
Using (A.4.11) and (A.4.12). we find, for the inner and outer produci defined 

above, the following reordering rules: 
A, .B,- (-!)*» »B,.A, j Ss (A4.15) 

A./vB^t-D^BjAA, . (A4.16) 

The inner and outer product are defined obviously by means of the Clifford-
product in the Clifford Algebra. 

Note that using (A.4.15) and (A. 4.16) we can show easily the relations: 

a,A, »£<•,<,-(-iy A*) (A4.17) 

aAAj-^aAf-K-iyAra) (A.4.18) 

and then 
aA, »a.A, + »AA, (A4.19) 

For our applications, the following are important: 
-The idtmtity 

(a^j a,)» Ì (-iy*ia.aM(a,...av
k..»r) (A.4.20) 

ubere the a\ means thai the Inh vector is omitted from UH product; 

-The FumdamtmUtt Formuli 

A,B, -<A,B, \ . , , • (A.B, >K . *.a •... +.<A,B, ), • , - 1 <A,B, >„. ,u;k (A.4.21 ) 

where « • j (r + s - l r - s l ) • 

Observations: 
Obs. 1. Note thai the equation (A4.19) 

Aa, » • A, + BAA, 

is the same as the equation (A.2.5) when the outer product in ihe Clifford Algebra is 
identified with the usual outer product and aA,» i lA , . 
Obs. 2. Note that the Clifford inner product between mulrivectors wiih ihe same grade 
is given by the Grassmann inner product, that is: 

3K 
ArB, - (A,,B,)Q. 

Bui observe that, although (, )Q is defined only for elements with the same 
grade, the Clifford inner product ( . ) is defined for any elcmems of ihe Algebra 
C(V,Q). 

Obs.3. Using the Clifford inner produci we can introduce a very important 
isomorphism for our calculus, between A(V) and A(V»), as follows: 

A'(V*)ia, -> A, • Ar(V)Iar(ai,a2,...ar)»Ar
+.(aiAB2A...Aar) (A.4.2.!) 

forai, aj...ar«V 

We use this isomorphism in f 6. It is necessary also in order to translate our 
present approach into the one in references [8,9). 
Obs. 4. If V is n-dimensional vector space with a metric tensor h with signature (p.q), 
then the algebra C(V,Q), where Q(a)"h(a,a), is usually designated by Rp.q. 
Obs .5. The Clifford Algebra R| j (called Minkowski Algebra or Space Time Algebra) 
of the forms (dxu ) is isomorphic to V t) quatemionic matrices. The Dirac complex 
matrices * Igeerà (Yu )• withynYv+YvYu"2huv l> is the algebra C(4)BR«,|. 

We have the inclusion R*4.i aRi.j. where RV: is the even part of R4.1 
For completeness, we noie that RJ,I» R(4) is called tl.e Majorana Algebra. 
Obs. 6 We have ihe following relation between Y5»dx°...dx:5 and the Hodge sur 

operaior: 
If fp« AP(V), wiih V-T/M , then 

•fp-C-D'Y'fp (A.4.23) 
where the index t depends an the signature and on the grade of fp. 

In the paticular case of R|,a we have * » - Y S for p»l,2,3 and * - T * 
for 0,4. 

The product ai the right hand side of (A.4.23) is the Clifford product. 

A.5.THE PAULI ALGEBRA 
The Pauli Algebra is defined as the even sub-algebra c" the space-time algebra 

Ri.j Truly, il il the Clifford Algebra Rj.o of the euclidean tridimensional space R3. 
Then, we have the isomorphism R*i j BJRJ.O- This isomorphism is given by ihe linear 
extension of 

> k - » O k - Y k 7 0 (A.5.1) 

where yfc« R1,3 and Yo is time-like (Ye-**'). 

The Pauli Algebra Rj.o is isomorphic to Cj (complex 2x2 matrices); and 
this is ihe reason why phyiicits can use the representation of Oj in terms of ihe very 
well known Pauli matrices 
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V » * ì<0jV" °k0j> (A.5.2) 
The products of Ofc fencratc • tentorial basis for R .̂o. which is a veciorspsce 

with dinwnsion 23«8. Other elements of the basis are the bivectors e^ » OjAOk-y 

(OjOk-OkOj) and the pseudoscalar is I-OiOjOj. 

The dement 1 commute with all the others elements and fc-1. 
From the isomorphism <A.5.1 ) it follows that: 

Ojk" "Tjk (A.5.3) 
and 

I -y , (A.5.4) 

We see that for each choice of the arbitrary time-like vector •*> we obtain the 
Pauii Alfbra of •*> by the isomorphism ( A.5.1 ). 

Given a vector pa RJJ , it can be represented by: 

PVPo*"? (A.3.S) 
where 

Polito and "p* - PAYO (A.5.6) 
The Dirac operator d̂ MoV is a vector operator. We have then: 

* £ - * > • * (A.5.7) 
where 

d o l t d and V*>bAd (A.5.8) 

Cos.: If Ac Ri.j. then 

dA - d A + 3AA (A.5.9) 
Quantity d-A is called dSvtrgtuce of A and 3AA is called curl of A. 

APPENDIX B 

Bl . GENERAL GAUGE THEORY. THE PRINCIPAL FIBER BUNDLE 
APPROACH. 

Let (M,hV) be a Lorcntzian manifold''1. Lei JI:P-»M be a principal fiber 
bundle PFB with group C (and Lie algebra 6). The following conditions must hold : 
(i) Given ge G. there exists a mapping (diffeomorphism) 
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R|:P-»P4l-*R|(p)-pg 

(ii) it :P-»M is onto. If s»x(p)cM, the orbii of G through p.n '(xj-ir'dx) 
>pg, ge G is called the fibre over x«n(p). 

In this way, given pciH(x), there exists a diffeomorphism (non-canonical) 
G-» n-'(x); g-»pf. 

(iii) P is locally trivial, i.e. for each xc M . there exist an open set UcM with 
xfU andadiffeomorefiismTuiif'aJHUxG; Tu(p) • (K(p).Su(p)) 

where Sy :jr'(U)-»a has the property 3u(pgHSu(p)g. Vg«G,Vp«r'(U). 
7V is called a local vivialization (LT), or a choice of gauge. 
We will need also the concept of transition function. Given the PFB n:P-»M 

with group O and two LT.Tu'.nUUMUxG and Tv:if ,(V)-*VxG . we define 
the transition from T^toTy as the mapping guv:Ur>V-*G where, 

gu\(x) - Su(p)(Su(p)>-' : « • n(p)« UnV (Bl) 
eHV(x) is well defined since Su(pi><Sv<Pl»-,-Su(p)gSv(p>g,,"Su<p)gg',<Sv<P)>'' 
•sLKpMSv(pWl.and the following properties are true 

gUJ<x>"«.v*«U; (ii) luvUMlUV («))•' -VxeUnV 

guv(x)guw(*)lwu(*> • •• *x« UnVnW 
In order to link this abstract theory with the theory in |2 , we need the concept of 

a local section of a PFB x:P-»M with group G, i.e. the mapping 
M s U - t P ; x .0 - ldu <B2) 

where Idu is the identity i;i U. 
It can be shown that then exists a natural correspondence between local sections 

and local trivializations. To analyse the monopolc theory, we shall need also the 
following!*-') 

THEOREM: A PFB n;P-*M with group G is trivial if and only if il hai a continuous 

(global) cross section. 
A trivial PFB is one where P-MxG 
We give now three equivalent definitions of a comtaion in a PFB. These three 

definitions contain necessary ingredients for the formulation of our monopole theory ai 
a PFB theory. 

(CI) A connection is a way to associsi* with peP asubspace HpcTpP such that: 

Rf*( Hp) -Hp , (B3) 
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The cupping p-»Hp is C*. Hp is called the horitontal subspace and Vp is called 
the vertical suh*pace.such that TpP*Hp«)Vp. 

(C2) A connection is a C" 1-formo)over P which lakes values in G, the Lie Algebra 
of G, and such that: 
(a) given Ac G and A* a vector field defined over P by 

A«-J(pexpiA)hrf m <Op(A»p)-A 

A* is called the futtdameiualfield \ 

(b) given g« G. it is c ^ O ^ X ) - AdriUp(x), VgtG.paP 

We can write this equation as 
Rg* (<*>) • Adg-jùtfo») 

where co is called the connection 1 -form. 
It is important to observe that in general G appears ir. the physical theories as a 

matrix group through its adjoint representation 
G-*GL(Ò ); g-*Ad,. 

In such a case, if A« GUÒ ) and B« G. we have 

AdAB - jp AdA ( cxptB)^ - J (A-1 ( exptB)A)||a0 - A-<BA (BS) 

Assuming then that G is a matrix group we have 

(C3) A connection associates for each local trivialization (i.e., a choise of gauge) 
T u n 1 ( U ) - » U x G a 1-fora» » y over U. with values in 6 . with the following 
compatibility condition: If gyy: UoV-»G is the transition function from T^ to T v we 
impose 

*»v • (g-jvV'dfuv • (luv)"'»u «uv <B*> 
which we sometiines write in a more compact notation as 

ttyag-'dg+Adi-lttu (B6') 

We now defien the local gauge pot*miai Given a connection over P, a local 
secàon o:U-*P. «he "pull-back" 

«u *0\j 6) (B7) 

is called the local gauge potential. 
Now, given a connection 1-fonn <•> ovcraPFB Jt:P-»M with group G, 

we can write each X«TpPas X=OCv • XH. where Xv \% vertical <i.e..K«(Xv)»0 ) 
and XM is horizontal (i.e. w<XM)-0). 

If Ak(P.G) is the set of all the k-forms over P with values in G , then if 

4 : 

<pcA(P,G) we define t»H«A«(P.ò) by 
*H(X, Xk)-<p(X[< \H) (B8) 

Notice ihat «pH(X, Xk)-0 if one of the X, is vertical. Moreover, the exterior 

covariam derivative D*» of <pa A*(P,Ò) is 
D«(p»(dtp)H «Ak*'(P,G) (B9) 

We define now the curvature form of the connection OM A '(P,G) as 
ft<*-D«>io «A*(P,G) (BIO) 

We can show that the curvane satisfies the Cartan structural equation'2-)) 
flu«D«>(D-d(iH^(u,ù>] (BU) 

The meaning of the commutator in eq ( 1S) is as follows: Let <pt A1 (P.G) and 
V* Ai (P.ó). Then [«p,y)« A'*J(P,ò). in such a way that 

1<P.V)(X, X i.J)-nlTXa(-l)"[i8(Xa(1)....X<l( i )).v(XWi t„,...X<f(j4J))] (B12) 

where am Perm(l,2,...,i+j)and(-)0»± is the sign of the permutation. 
The brackets in the r.h.s. of (16) are the Lie brackets in G and X„« TPP, n-1, 

... ,i*j. 

The curvature satisfies also certain integrabUiry condition called Bianchi identity 
(which in the Physics literature are called the homogeneous field equations): 

D*»n»-0 (BI3) 
Once we choose a local section Og: U-»P(UcM), we have a gauge potential 

Wy associated with the connection via the pull back (C3). 
Now, the pull-back of ftM is called the force field associated to o>u . We have 

t lu-Ou ft» (B14) 
The Cartan structural equation is also valid in U .i.e. we have 

ft• D*<i>u -d(i>u + ^|a\j,a>i;] (BIS) . 

It is important io observe that, when (B6) is a matrix group, we have that, if 
ipeA'(P.G) and ¥ • AJ(P.Ò), then 

(«i,*) -ftWF-(-l)iJ«/A<» (B16) 
where <p and 4* we considered as matrices of forms with values in R, and «PAV is 
the usual mairix multiplication (where the elements of the matrices are multiplied via the 
edge operator A). Then, when G is a matrix group, eq (Bl 1) and eq (B15) can be 
written 

nu-d<i) * UA(I) (BID 
ftu*du>ij+ «uAttu (BIS) 



Eq.(10)givesthe rule for th« transformation of the potential under a gauge 
transformation. For ihejorct field we have the following rule'1.»*). 

tW-VrW -»G *»Ov " ^ ( l u v V t 1 ^ l B , 7 ) 

and in the case when G is a matrix group we have 

B2. EQITVARIANT HORIZONTAL FORMS 

Let G-» GL(V), g-* f.v for gc G and v« V be as usual a representation of 

G in a vector space V. By definition, an equivariam horizontal k-form (or horizontal k-

form, for short ) in P which assumes values in V satisfies the properties: 
<h,) *(X, X k ) - 0 (B.19) 

if at least one of the X, is vertical, i.e.,n*Xj • 0 

<"2) Rj»- r 1 * ( B 2 0 ) 

Let us recall the space of the k-horizoma] forms *Àt(P.V)cAl'(P.V). Observe 

that. although a connection toe A'(P.G) has the property 0»2) when we use the 

adjoint representation Ad: Q-*GL(V). it does not give zero when applied to vertical 

vectors and then dots not belong toTVHP.G). The difference between two connections 

T-»! - ci>2« ̂ '(P.G) since satisfies (hi) and (hi). Indeed. <•>> and toj map a 
given vertical vector A*» on its (unique) generator A*o>i(A*>«>}(A*)"Ac O 

Conversely, if xm AMP, 6). also e m is a connection, and if we fix a connection 

b> we have a 1-1 correspondence between the elements of "AHP.G) and the connections 

in n:P-*M .In this way. if to is a connection and t«"A,(P,G), then »*n isacuvcin 

C .(the space of connections) which is equal to u in t-0. 

We can then characterizes ~A'(P.G)»TWC as the tangent space to C.We 
also observe here that O*»» A»(P.G) with the adjoint represenution. 

We call horizontal functions or particle fields the map» «P: P-»V which 

satisfy only O2) OP* "A°(P.V) • C(P.V)). Such functions are associaied to the 

quantum fields of the particles. 

The covenant derivative maps horizontal forms into horizontal forms, i.e. 

D*0\*(P,V)-»Ak*,(P.V). Indeed, DwtB«(dtp)M gives zero on vertical vectors and 

R*«. - g-l«e. R*$D*><p * R((d<p)H - WR*f9)H - g 'D*^ (Observe that the pull-hack 

commutes with the differential and that ^changes only the vertical component of the 

vectors). 

WecanshowO'l that for *e"À*(P.V) we have 
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(hj) D^T-duHuXf (B.21) 

The symbol À in (hj) carries not only the usual exterior product but also the 

action of G in V. Such an action comes from the representation of G in V,v-»gv given 

by 
A . v - j ( ( exptA).v)|,.o (B.22) 

When V- G with the adjoint representation, O13) reduces to Dwt»dt+(o),t]. When 

x « n w this is the Bianchi identity. 

B3. METRICS AND THE HODGE STAR OPERATOR IN A PFB 

Let K:P-»M with group G be a PFB. For each pe P we can choose HpcTpP such 
that TpP>Hp9Vp. We observe that JU|Hf : Hp-»T,M (x««(p)) 
is an isomorphism between Hp and T,M . ̂  

The metric h of the space-rime M can then be transported to Hp, which then will 
have a metric hp • nf* h». We can also define a volume element p associaied with 
the volume element M in T» M . This permits us to define a Hodge star operator in 
Hp. 

•p:A«(Hp.V) - • A» • *(Hp,V) (B.23) 

where n-dim Hp-dim M. 
Due to the partition TpP>Hp9Vp and due to the fact that horizontal forms give 

zero when applied to vertical vectors, we can define 

•: À*(P,V) -»"A" • »(P.V) (B.24) 

For (pe"À"(P,V) and pa P we define (»e»)p as the unique extension of *p(piHp , 0 * 
(n-k) form in P with values in V which gives zero when acting on vertical vectors. We 
have for each local section o\j:U-»P 

(•<P) - "Ou (9) (B.25) 
where •: Ak(U,V)-»An- k(U,V) is the usual Hodge star operator • defined by the 

metric and the volume element in M. (see eq (A.3.2)) 

Given « we can define a codifferenrial associated 10 a connection 

6M : TP'fP.V) -»"A" • k(P,V) for horizontal forms by (compare with eq (A3 1 )): 

S^Ap-^DP.-'DwSAp ,VAp«"A*(P,V) CB.26» 

By using • we can also define a metric for the horizontal p-forms (p.feTO'O'.R) by 
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li : À ^ P J O X ' A ^ P . R ) - » ! » (B.27) 

with *A«v=»h((p.v)Ji. beinf ù the volume element in Hp. 

This metric can be extended also 10 horizontal forms <p,yfi'Àk(P,V) which take 
values in a vector space V wiih metric h .Let |Ea) be a basis of V, 
A A 

hap " hflEa.Ep) and write tp-^Ea. V-V°Ea with tp°.V»6 Ak(P.R). 
We define 

S h : Ak<P.V)x"Alt(P>V)-»R 

h h (tp.v) - Zapn«po.v*)h0» ( B. 2 8 ) 

In the case in which V« G we always use h • h, the bi invariant Killing-Canan metric 
in Gl") and we have 

n h : À*(P.G yx^A*(P,G )-»R 

forali <peA*(P,Ò). 

APPENDIX C 

SPLICED BUNDLES AND CONNECTIONS 

Let X]:Pi -»M and Xj:P2-»M b* two PFB with group Gj and G2 and the 
same base space M. We define the set PioP2»((Pi.Pj)« Pi*P2 ' *I(PI)"*J(PI)) »nd 
observe that Gt x Gj acts freely on the right of PjoP2. (Pj.PjXg\.t2)'(P\Sì<PìÌ2^ • 
. It is easy to see that Xi2:P,oP2-*M with Xi2(P].P2)aXi(p)"Xi(p) is a PFB with 

group Gi x G2 . We call such a PFB a spliced bundle associated to the two PFB 
which enters the definition. 

We can also introduce two other PFB. x1: P,oP2-»P, (xUpj.p^-p,) with 
group Gj and st*:P,oPj-*Pj(xJ (P).p2) • p2 whith group G^ 

We have the structure of five PFB represented in Figure 1 

G,xG2 

«2 

»'-ig 1 - The <:r,lic*ri tiur.d!* Pi<>P2 and other PFBs 
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We can showllS) ihat. if u,< A'(P|,G|) and <o2« A2(P2,6:) are connections 
defined on the PFB XjiPj-M and XJ:PJ-*M , >nen 

W" «i*(0| © « ! ,Wj (CI) 
is a connection on the PFB Xu:P|OPj-*M , We are going to show here that, if co 
is a connection on the spliced bundle, there are connections o>, and »2 on the original 
PFB such that 

«•«'•(OiCn2*^ (C2) 

In order to prove our statement let us use the identifications Si-G^CO. 
G2»0©Gj in G)©G,. and consider the projections p':G,©G2-»G,(i«i,2).Observe 
that we can always write co-p'do) ©p2(w), and then, if we define w, and w2 

throuph the relations n'*0)j «pHo» ,J 1,2, we obtain to- x**tO| ©K2*COJ . 
It remains to be proved that co, and io2 are well defined and axe connections. We 
have, for Wjfor example, that 

(tti>p,<X,)-p»(Up<Xp» 

where peP,oP2. n,(p) «p,,Xp«Tp(P,oP:) and (X)p |-n'»(Xp)«Tp i(P, ) 

We must show that this definition does not depend on the choice of p and Xp . Indeed, 
for p fixed, if Xp.X'pc Tp(PioP2) and n'*p(Xp)-R'»p( X'p)»XPl, then 

R'«(XP-X'p)-0 (CJ) 
and then Xp-X'p is a vertical vector in the PFB n,:P1oP2-*P|. The group associated 
to this PFB is G2 and we can write 

Xp-Xp - 37 (P exptAj)|(W) (C4) 

for Ae G2 Making the identification A2-0©Aj«Gi©G2 we obtain that 
(Op(Xp-Xp)-O© Aj (CS) 

and then p'(u>p(Xp-X'p))-0 and p,((op(Xp))-p,(a>p(X'p)) 
In the case x'Cp^ftUp'^pi • we have p'"pg2 and X'p"Rt2Xp , and then 

it'. (X'p)-Jt'.(Xp) 

Moreover 
Wp(Xp) »Ad ( | 2 ) . lwp(Xp) and p'UOp (Xp) ) - p'(G>p<Xp)) 

It follows that to, is well defined and we must now show that it is a connection. 

The properties (i) and (ii) of the definition of a connection are clearly satisfied. We 
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observe that, from the point of view of the PFB, *' :P)oP}-»R,2 acts so as R(e,|2) 

from the point of view of the spliced bundle: 
» , (Rg,» Xpj) - pUoKR^,,,). X„) - p> (Ad^.ej.^Xp)) -

« Adfc ̂ iP^aKXp» => Ad^,)., co,(XPl) (C6) 

In this way it is proved that, for each connection u) on the spliced bundle 
x,2:PioP2—»M . there are two connections o>» on Pj and oyj on P2 such that 
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